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Security Patch Release
This Patch Release addresses critical vulnerabilities; please consider deploying it as soon as possible. Not deploying this Patch Release may result in remote service exploitation, security threats to
users and exposure of sensitive data.
Detailed vulnerability descriptions will be publicly disclosed no earlier than fifteen (15) working
days after public availability of this Patch Release. There is no indication that one or more of these
vulnerabilities are already getting exploited or that information about them is publicly circulating.

Copyright notice

©2020 by OX Software GmbH. All rights reserved. Open-Xchange and the Open-Xchange logo are
trademarks or registered trademarks of OX Software GmbH. All other company and/or product
names may be trademarks or registered trademarks of their owners. Information contained in this
document is subject to change without notice.
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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.3-rev9
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.3-rev9
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #5653.

MWB-205 Possible re-distribution of remotely received cache events through aggregating
into a local event
This has been solved by preventing remotely received being aggregated into another local event
and thus re-distributed remotely again though immediate processing of remotely received events
(with a separate thread).
OXUIB-142 Changing name in webmail not working
Current value of the From field not respected when checking for customized sender name.
This has been fixed by only unsing fall back value if current value is empty.
OXUIB-169 Edit screen is not showing up when updating contact image in Edge browser
Internal device helper function identifies Edge also as IE.
This has been solved by adjusting check for ’edit image’ feature to enable for chrome based edge
(Version 79 >=).
OXUIB-144 Misleading error message on send if draft is not avaialble anymore
Second notification overwrote the first error message.
Only show one proper error message to solve this issue.
OXUIB-116 Deleting cookies on loginsite leads to timout on login
UI code did not check, if indexeddb is still present or in a closing state. Therefore, these error where
not catched and the UI hung up.
This has been fixed by catching error and continue without a indexeddb. This will not cache any
files for the next page load but prevent the UI from stalling.
MWB-134 Email attachments from drive size checked not during ”upload”
Drive document has been accounted to upload quota, but shouldn’t.
This has been solved by do not throw upload quota exceeded error in case file attachment is a Drive
document.
MWB-161 Import of an ics file results in Error while reading/writing from/to the database
Event data was only stored partly when an unexpected error occurred during saving of supplementary data like alarms.
This has been solved by importing each calendar object resource within separate transaction, extended alarm validity check.
MWB-149 Reply all on a mail from within unified inbox does not work
‘UnifiedInboxManagement‘ OSGi service was not added to bundle’s needed/tracked services, which
is required to check if an account is the special Unified Mail account.
Solution: Orderly track ‘UnifiedInboxManagement‘ OSGi service to check if an account is the special
Unified Mail account.
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OXUIB-117 Loading mail draft breaks content
Sanitizer was only run for text/html type. The sanitizer strips the doctype part.
This has been fixed by also using the sanitizer for multipart/alternative.
OXUIB-131 Distribution list saves with invalid entry
Error message did not prevent saving, success message from saving overwrote the error message.
Solution: Stop saving if there is an error so the user has a chance to notice the error message. This
is not yet fixed for safari, will be fixed in upcomming public patch.
DOCS-1852 Guest can’t edit shared document
Capabilities are not set right so early at start in the frontend. Therefore the tab api i.e. the session
handling was disabled.
This has been solved by don’t check for Office capabilities at login to determine whether the tab API
is enabled.
OXUIB-157 Sharing shows up for mail folders, when not available via IMAP
Check for disabled capability bit was missing for mail folders.
This has been fixed by adding check for the permission capability bit for mail folders.
OXUIB-156 Contact details are not visible in compact view
Was caused by too much padding.
This has been fixed by reducing padding on demand.
OXUIB-130 Task times are not saving correctly
Sent dispensable timezone during GET request to backend which caused a wrong time calculation.
This has been solved by only sending needed data instead of the whole task object with the GET
request.
OXUIB-123 Items not appearing in Trash folder in reasonable time
Items not appearing in Trash folder in reasonable time.
This has been solved by invalidating trash folder caches correctly.
OXUIB-124 Cut off text in Contacts
Special computation of font/line-spacing of Mozilla Firefox caused cut off descenders in contact
summary.
This has been solved by adjusting CSS-properties (line-height and margin).
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

MWB-205, OXUIB-142, OXUIB-169, OXUIB-144, OXUIB-116, MWB-134, MWB-161, MWB-149, OXUIB117, OXUIB-131, DOCS-1852, OXUIB-157, OXUIB-156, OXUIB-130, OXUIB-123, OXUIB-124,
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